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Customize your Theme

See one you like? See what the theme 
will do. 

Almost but not quite right? Change it up!

See how much you can customize without 
paying (and learning CSS) with 

“Customize”



  

The whole point:
POSTS

Formatting your posts

Choosing post type, 
categories, tags

Timing your posts



  

Format your post
Word processing tools

Click “kitchen sink” for full control panel

http://en.support.wordpress.com/visual-editor/



  

Post TYPES
May or may not have anything helpful...

See your control panel for similar choices



  

Timing your posts
WHEN will people be most likely to open & 

read?



  

Schedule your posts



  

Making your posts
IRRESISTIBLE:

    Summarize content.
    Set expectations.

    Contain keywords & search 
terms.

    Catch the reader’s eye.
    Be useful.

    



  

A thousand words:
Images

Uploading

Going for SEO

PDFs & videos

Galleries & slide shows 



  

Playing
with Images



  

Images can improve SEO

Resize, rename, edit BEFORE uploading

ALT tags are important too.

Caption as your LAST task...



  

More on Images:

What, where and when to use

Featured images?

Copyright issues



  

Featured Images must be the right size for your 
header. Edit before you upload.

Then you have a “special” header for that page, or 
that post.

(Sneaky Tip): 



  

More SEO love:
Linking to social media

Embedding from Pinterest
  See our blog post on this topic

Embedding from Facebook
 See blog post



  

Let's visit the bar! 
(sidebar, that is)

Widgets

Widgets serve all kinds of 
purposes, but some broad 

classes include:



  

Search 

Pages (making it easy for people to get to your 
other pages) 

Tag Cloud &  Categories  (helping people browse 
posts by subject matter)

Archives  (helping people find your older posts)

Top Rated and Top Posts & Pages  (highlighting 
readers’ favorites).

Widgets that help readers 
navigate your site: 



  



  

Links and Blogs I Follow share favorite daily reads 
and send them some traffic, 

Posts I Like  particular reads from other blogs... or 
your own... that stuck with you

My Community highlights your followers & 
commenters.

Widgets that share: 



  

your Flickr and Twitter streams

your BandPage account, 

share your GoodReads list 

Delicious links, 

or bring in the RSS feeds of other sites you love.

Widgets that pull in content: 



  

Text and image widgets

put any text or picture you want in your sidebar. 
Text widgets can include basic HTML, making 

them incredibly flexible.

 http://learn.wordpress.com/get-
configured/

Widgets for whatEVER you want: 



  

Each widget saves individually, so once you add 
one and save it, it’s done.

 To get rid of a widget, just drag it from the sidebar 
back to the general widget pool; 

ff you decide to nix a widget but think you might 
want your alterations in the future, drag it to the 

“Inactive Widgets” box just below to remove it but 
save its settings

Widgets are SO Changeable: 



  



  



  



  

To add formatting, an image, even a link in a 
widget without learning HTML code, 

Write it as if it were a new post and use the Visual 
editor to create your link, the copy the text and 

paste it into your text widget!

http://en.support.wordpress.com/links/text-
widget-links/

(Sneaky Tip): 



  

For Class 3:
We'll discuss:

Fiddling with HTML
Stats, related posts, & 

REblogging
An easy way to add recipes :)

And other 
Tips, Tricks & TRAPS!
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